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ABSTRACT: A currency board is a monetary institution that issues notes and coins which
are fully convertible into a reserve currency at a fixed rate on demand. Reserves are equal
to 100 per cent, or slightly more, of a board's notes and coins. There have been over
seventy currency boards and all have maintained convertibility, even during civil wars.
Although successful, currency boards fell victim to changing economic fashions, and most
were replaced by central banks after World War II. Hong Kong has one of the fev.,
remaining currency board syste1ns, although that system remains largely unknown, even to
monetary specialists. An analysis of the evolution and workings of Hong Kong's system is
presented in this text. Strengths and weaknesses of the current system are discussed, and
measures to correct weaknesses are suggested. The desirability of the currency board syste111
for developing countries, particularly those making the transformation from socialisn1 to
capitalism, is also examined.

'We are grateful to Dave Allardice, Jim Bluemle, Phillip Braun, John Cochrane, Ken French, Gary Gorton,
Carolyn Hart, Barb Kavanagh, Randy Kroszner, Merton Miller, Bernadette Minton, Guillertno Mondino, Ji111
Moser, Jan Napoli. Kent Osband, Alvin Rabushka, Kurt Schuler, George Selgin, Anna Schwartz, Nina Steinberg.
and Sir Alan Walters for their comments. Our prin1arydebt is to John Green\vood, the architect of Hong Kong'j

current "linkedrate mcehanism."
Culp gratefully acknowledges the financial support of G.T. Managen1ent (Asia) Limited and the Humane
Studies Foundation.
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I. Introduction
Currency boards were widely e1nployed in colonial Africa, Asia, and the Caribbean.
(Clauson, 1944; Newlyn and Rowan, 1954; Walters and Hanke, 1992) Even though those
monetary systems were successful, they fell out of fashion, and most were replaced
central banks when colonies were granted independence.

by

Today, currency boards operate

only in Hong Kong, Brunei, and in a few small island economies.
The search for monetary systems that will produce stability·'in Eastern Europe, the
former Soviet Union, and Latin America has led economists and politicians to advocate a
return to the currency board system. (cf. Friedman, 1991; Gressel, 1989; Hetzel, 1990;
Jordan, 1991; Meltzer, 1991; Osband and Villanueva, 1993; Schwartz, 1992; Walters, 1993)

2

For example, the International Monetary Fund (!MF) has indicated that it is considering
recommending currency boards for the for1ner Soviet Union.

3

Significantly, on October 6,

1992, the Foreign Operations Act was signed into law in the U.S.4 Under that law, the U.S.
quota contribution

to the !MF may be used to establish currency boards.

These

developments stem from the fact that currency boards have an excellent record of providing
stable, convertible currencies, even during civil wars. (cf. Hanke and Schuler, 1991a; Hanke
and Schuler, 1991b; Hanke and Schuler, 1991c; Hanke and Schuler, 1993b; Hanke, Jonung
and Scl1uler, 1993)
In a currency board system, all monetary policy is fully subordinated

'For

a bibliography of proposals by Hanke and Schuler, see Hanke and Schuler (1993b).

'Hitt ( I 992).
' Public

u,v 102-39 I.

to the
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maintenance of a perfectly fixed rate of exchange between the domestic currency and some
foreign, "reserve" currency. A currency board's sole functions are to issue notes and coins
and redee1n them at the mandated, fixed exchange rate. To maintain the exchange rate link
and full convertibility, a currency board is required (generally by statute) to hold I00 per
cent (or greater) of its outstanding domestic currency in the reserve asset to which the
domestic currency is tied.

5

A board generates profits (seigniorage) because it holds most

of its reserves in highly liquid, interest-bearing assets denominated in the reserve currency,
and its liabilities (notes and coins) pay no interest. The currency board system, tl1erefore,
places any country that uses it in a unified currency area with its reserve currency country.
(Friedman, 1968)
Currency board systems are not central banks. Indeed, they are marked by features
and results that are in rather sharp contrast with typical central banks, particularly tl1ose that
operate in developing countries. These distinguishing features and results include: can only
supply notes and coins, fixed exchange rates, 100 per cent foreign reserves, full convertibility,
,

an automatic (rule-bound) monetary policy, no discretionary control of the monetary base,
no lender of last resort capacity, no capacity to regulate commercial banks, transparency,
insulated from politics, high credibility, seigniorage from interest only (no capacity to earn
.,

seigniorage t·ro1n inflationary finance), no capacity to finance government spe11di11g,
and
small staft's (Hanke and Walters, I991; Hanke, Jonung and Schuler, 1993).

5Typically,currency boards do not engage in banking. Hence, they do not accept deposits. Ho\vever, in cases
where depositsin the domestic currencyare accepted,they require 100 per cent reserve·cover. Currency boards
usually do not engage in commercial bank or financial regulation. Hence, they do riot impose reserve
_ requirements on the commercial banking system. It is important to stress that the 100 per cent reserve
requirement for domestic currency issuedby a board is not the same as a 100per cent reserverequire.1nentfor

commercial banks, as first presented by Simons (1934).
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These features and results are found in Hong Kong, an economy that is larger than
Russia's and one that has experienced the world's second-fastest real growth rate since 1965,
Hong Kong's monetary systetn is ripe for study because so little analysis of its evolution and
workings exists.
In light of the renewed interest i11currency boards, an analysis and critique of Hong
Kong's monetary authority, the Exchange Fund, are presented here. They provide insights
for developing countries, particularly those going through the transition from socialism to
capitalism.

By building on the strengths and avoiding the weaknesses of Hong Kong's

Exchange Fund, those countries could establish currency boards that produced stable,
convertible currencies.

•

II. The Hong l(ong Lin!{ed Rate Mechanisn1: History and Analysis
Governments

maintain a 1nonopoly franchise over the right to create 111oneyin

virtually all countries of the world, despite a noticeable lack of any pri1naJacie reason why
this should necessarily be so.

6

.

Buchanan (1989) and Buchanan and Brennan

•

(1981)

emphasize the need for a monetary constitution to restrain the government in its exercise
of that monopoly franchise.

7

Without such a set of rules. the govern1nent's n1011opoly

franchise will inevitably be exploited. This exploitation is readily observed in developing
countries, where 1nost central banks create unstable, inconvenible currency; hence, currency
substitution and capital flight are endemic.

'Buchanan (1989) offers a political explanation in the context of public choice 1heory.
7

For a discussionof the logic behind constitutionalc...:onomics,
see generallyG\~·artncyand \\'agncr ( 1988)

and Buchanan ( 199 l).
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Altl1ough Hong Kong's monetary system has, on balance, been quite successful,
particularly when compared to monetary systems in developing countries, it lacks an explicit
monetary constitution.

Consequently, Hong Kong has operated with different types of

monetary arrangements. The workings of each arrangement are analyzed below.

A. T71eP,·e-1974Colonial Cur,·encyBoard Regime'

The Exchange Fund was established by the Exchange Fund Ordinance of December
6, 1935. This marked the beginning of the "sterling exchange era" in Hong Kong. During
that era, Hong Kong and Great Britain were part of the same unified currency area. The
sterling exchange era lasted until June 1972, when the Exchange Fund switched its reserve
currency fro111British pounds sterling to the U.S. dollar.
During the sterling exchange era, the Hong Kong dollar (HK$) traded at a fixed rate
with sterling.

9

Moreover, Hong Kong dollars (notes and coins) were backed l 00 per cent

with sterling reserves, and they were fully convertible into sterling at the official, fixed rate. 10
Consequently, the quantity of Hong Kong dollars in circulation was solely deter111inedby the
public's de1nand for currency at the fixed exchange rate. The Exchange Fund was, therefore,
a classical British colonial currency board.
During this period, the fixed exchange rate for the HK$ was considered to be
immutable (see Figure I).

Consequently, any commercial banking transactio11 which

'This section relies heavily on tl1e work of Greenwood (1982).
9

Prior to that date, Hong Kong was nominally on the international silver standard. For an account of this

period, sec King (1991).
'°For a full account of Hong Kong's experience in the sterling exchange area, see Jao (1991a).
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credited custo1ners with Hong Kong dollars involved no mare,·ial
fo1·ei~n c'.rc/1an
~C'1·i.rk
vis-a0

0

vis sterling (Greenwood, 1982). In order to obtain HK$ banknotes, Hong Kong commercial
banks were forced to pay for them with sterling.

Therefore, the process of domestic

monetary expansion and contraction was determined by the net balances of sterling assets
in the com1nercial banking sector. When the commercial banking system was a net recipient
of sterling remittances, banks could either lend more Hong Kong dollars, thus expanding
11
Hong Kong dollar deposit accounts, or purchase more currency from the Exchange Fund.
That would precipitate a monetary expansion. If the commercial banking syste1n realized
net reductions in sterling balances, the money supply process would be reversed and the
money supply would contract.
The sterling exchange era for the HK$ began to come under attack on Nove1nber 18,
1967. That attack began four hours before London announced tl1at the pound would be
devalued by 14.3 per cent. 12 Initially, the Hong Kong government followed suit with a
similar devaluation of the HK$. However, Hong Kong's major trading partners at the ti1ne - China, Japan, and the U.S. -- had not devalued, which meant that tl1e HK$ devaluation
made imports 1nore expensive. Since the Hong Kong eco11omywas heavily dependent on
imports the government reversed its initial decision and hastily revalued the HK$ by 10 per
cent on Nove111ber23, leaving a net 5.7 per cent devaluation (See Figure l.). Since 1nost
financial institutions held sterling assets against their HK$ liabilities, the revaluation
imposed a large capital loss on the books of numerous fina11cialinstitutions (Jao, l 99 la).

11

As will be explained below, several banks in Hong Kong ha,·c the authority tu print ~urrcncy.
Consequently, these banks were required to buy entitlements from the Exchange Fund to print currency.
''Hong Kong had also been forced to deal with a pound devaluation in 1949.
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This incident illustrated that, as sterling continued its post-war decline, British
monetary instability translated into instability in Hong Kong. Consequently, i11May l 968,
Hong Ko11gbegan negotiations with Britain for protection.

Those negotiations resulted in

the "Hong Kong Dollar Bond Scheme." That allowed Hong Kong to place up to l1alf of its
official sterling reserves in HK$-denominated

bondss with seven years to maturity, up to a

maximum of £150 million. The bonds could be sold exclusively for sterling, guaranteeing
that any sterling devaluation would result in a gain from holding the bonds.
During the sterling exchange era, Hong Kong was not alone in fixing its exchange
rate to sterling.

Indeed, numerous other nations fixed their local currencies to tl1e British

pound in the Overseas Sterling Area. The Hong Kong Dollar Bond Scheme created a great
uproar in many of these nations because it implied that the HK$ could be more stable than
sterling, and because it allowed Hong Kong an opportunity to diversify out of part of its
sterling risk without withdrawing from the sterling area.
In response to the requests by other men1bers of the Overseas Sterling Area to
establish schemes similar to the Hong Kong Dollar Bond Scheme, the Basle Agreen1ent was
reached in September 1968. Under that agreement, the British government guaranteed (up
to 90 per cent of the U.S. dollar value) the value of official sterling reserves of countries in
the Overseas Sterling Area.
While the Basle agreement gave nations protection against changes in the value of
sterling, it also began to destabilize the sterling area by prompting perverse le11ding and
borrowing between monetary authorities and local financial institutions. For exa111ple,the
. Exchange Fund's borrowing power was raised from HK$30 million in 1968 to HK$7,000
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million

in 1972. This greater borrowing power allowed the Exchange Fund to borrow

sterling held by banks and individuals, tl1us counting those borrowings as "official reserves"
and obtaining
borrowings

"insurance" against devaluations.

The government, in turn, paid for tl1ese

through the Exchange Fund Guarantee System, which allowed tl1e Excl1ange

Fund to guarantee 100 per cent loan repayment in HK$'s, plus an "insurance pre111iu111."
When the Basle Agreement was enacted in September 1968, sterling constituted 99
per cent of Hong Kong's official reserves. By September 1971, sterling had fallen to 89 per
cent.

Consequently,

increasingly

confidence

in the excha11ge rate link eroded.

Ul1i111ately. tile

unstable and weakened exchange rate link with the pound was abandoned.

When the British govern1nent untied the pound fro1n its gold parity and let it t1oat on June
23, 1972, it also abandoned the sterling area. Hence, the HK$ was left to fend for itself. ' 3
•

The HK$ floated for only two weeks, however, before it was refixed -- this ti111eto tl1e U.S.
dollar.
Two conditions are required for the successful operation of a currency board syste1n
(Greenwood,

1982). First, the curre11cy board must guarantee convertibility

currency i11to tl1e reserve currency at a11absolutely fixed rate.
..

of tl1e ho111e

Second, the 111011etary

authority 111ustnot interfere with or under1nine tl1e operation of this 1nechanisn1i11a11yway,
includi11g cl1angi11gtl1e level of the exchange rate. In June 1972, the second co11dition ,vas
breached when tl1e HK$ exchange rate with sterling was abandoned and replac~d witl1 a link
to tl1e U.S. dollar.
This action alone was not e11ough to i111111ediately
destabilize tl1e syste111.However,

13

Sec Greenwood ( 198 l ). For an account of the demise of sterling and Bretton Woods, sec Walters ( 1990,
Chapier 3).
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when the link was shifted to the U.S. dollar, the Exchange Fund also amended its rules to
allow con1mercial banks to pay for entitlem_ents to issue Hong Kong dollars witl1 d1J111eJ·ric·
credit, rather than the reserve currency. The Fund then redeposited the proceeds of these

currency sales into the domestic banking system, thus leading to a huge monetary expansion
in late I 972 and I973. At the same time, the pegged exchange rate syste111of Bretton
Woods was on the verge of collapse, due largely to the free capital flows se11t into the
system by the inflationary policies of the U.S. in the 1960's. Hence, Hong Kong's intlation
of I 972-75 was actually a product of events which were, in part, initiated by tl1e operation
of the Bretton Woods system (Walters, 1990).
As a result of both the excessive, discretionary policies implemented in Hong Kong
in 1972 and of the instability in the Bretton Woods system, the ensuing two years were
marked by instability in the foreign exchange market and a dramatic fall in tl1e value of the
HK$ vis-a-vis the USS (see Figure I). Hong Kong thus decided to float its curre11cy in
14
November 1974, violating the first condition which a successful currency board 111t1st
meet.
In reality, tl1ough, Hong Kong's system had been under1nined the instant the second
condition was violated two years before.

B. Tl1e Floari11gE,·a.and Black Sarurda)•: 1974-1983

Fro1n Nove1nber I974 t1ntil October I983 the Hong Ko11gdollar floated against the
U.S. dollar, with the Excl1ange Fund assuming a more active role in tl1e deter111i11ationof

14

See Greenwood ( 1982) for a chronicle of these events.

•
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monetary policy. 15 The currency float, along with the 1972 institutional change which
allowed commercial banks to exchange HK$ credit for permission to isstte Hong Kong
dollars, allowed the Fund to take full advantage of its monopoly franchise over 1noney
creation. Greenwood (1981) notes, "The net result, to put it crudely, was a free t1oat and
a free currency issue."
The monetary authority, therefore, eliminated any purchasing power tie for the
currency. By adopting the policy of redepositing proceeds fro1ncurrency sales back into the
banking system, it also (ironically) emasculated its own ability to affect the level of the
exchange rate through open market operations. For example, under the new regime, if the
Fund wisl1edto stop the Hong Kong dollar from depreciating, it would purchase Hong Kong
dollars witl1 foreign currency on the open market. However, the new policy pro111ptedthe
Fund to redeposit tl1ose HK$'s into the banking syste1n, wl1eretl1ey were again lent out .
•

Thus, there was a shift in currency ownership, but the Fund 1vasunable to int1t1ence the
monetary base (Greenwood, 1981).
To say tl1e least, the Hong Kong dollar did not t1oat "on a sea of tra11qt1ilit:1"
for the
decade which followed the colonial currency board regime. Given tl1e political t111restin
China and Ho11gKong, the HK$ was wildly volatile over much of tl1at ti1ne, as Figure 1
shov.•s. This volatility reached epic proportions in late Septen1ber of 1983 after tl1e end of
the fourth round of Sino-British talks on the future of Hong Kong. When it beca111eclear
.

that the British were planning to transfer Hong Kong's sovereignty to the People's Republic
of Chi11a in 1997. financial 1narkets and the HK$ went into tailspins.

'

5

Su Jao (1991a).
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At the e11d of July 1983, the HK$ was trading at 7.3lHK$/US$.

By Saturday,

September 24th (dubbed "Black Saturday") the HK$ had fallen to 9.55HK$/US$, with dealer
spreads being reported as large as 10,000 basis points. 16 Hong Kong had been sent into a
state of co1nplete panic; people began to hoard toilet paper, rice, and cooking oil in fear of
impending economic chaos. 17
The solution to the panic was a Stopgap Announcement

made on Septe1nber 25,

1983, which initiated a return to the era of the currency board, with some ne\v twists. After
some technical refinements, on October 15, 1983, the Hong Kong dollar was formally tied
once again to the U.S. dollar at the rate of 7.8HK$/US$.

The official parity has re11iained

at that level since then.

C. Cash and Inre,·esrRare Arbitrage: I 983-1988
Fro1n October 1983 to July 1988, Hong Kong's monetary system functioned like a
colonial currency board, albeit in a sophisticated financial environment.

Perhaps the easiest

way to understand the operation of the system is to analyze the simplified accounts of the
Exchange Fu11dand the banking system.'~ Before presenting the accounts, some institutional
details are presented.
During this period, the Exchange Fund was the sole 1nonetary authority, and was
charged with ensuring the full convertibility of HK$' s into US$' sat the rate of 7. 8HK$/ US$.

1

6This is not evident in Figure 1, which uses quarter-ending data only.

''For an account of these events, see Greenwood (1983a).
''This approach is due solely to the ingenuity of Greenwood. Cf. Green,vood ( 1988).
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To accomplish this, the Fund was required by ordinance to hold 105 per cent of its HK$
note issue in U.S. dollar reserves.
Tl1e Hong Kong banking system was (and is) completely separate fro1n the Exchange
Fund. All payments in the banking syste1nare settled through the Hong Kong Association
of Banks (HKAB) clearinghouse, which is managed by the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking
Corporation

(HSBC).

Two banks -- the HSBC and Standard Cl1artered Bank -- are

designated as "note-issuing banks." They alone are responsible for actually issui11gHo11g
Kong dollar notes. 19
Exhibit I shows a simplified version of the balance sheet for the Exchange Fund' fro111
October 1983 to July 1988. The assets of the Exchange Fund are tl1e ·required foreign
exchange reserves and HK$ deposits of the Exchange Fund at the HSBC and at other banks.
On the liability side of the Excl1ange Fund's balance sheet are coins and "Certificates of
Indebtedness" (CI's). CI's are held by note-issuing banks and legally entitle thern to issue
one HK$ for eacl1 Cl they hold. Only note-issuingbanks are en1ir/ed10 exc·/1a11,~e
1!1e1·e;·e1·ve

cu1·1·ency
/01· CI's and to print HK$'s. He11ce,only such banks l1avedi1·ec·1
access li1 1/1eofficial
exc/1angepa,·iry. Debt Certificates are also a liability of the Exchange Fu11d. Tl1ey are
receipts issued by the Fund to tl1e Treasury for its fiscal account witl1 the Fund.20
Exhibit 2 sl1owsthe sirnplified balance sheet of the HSBC, as manager of tl1e HKAB
clearinghouse. As an asset, the HSBC holds CI's issued by the Exchange Fund. In turn, the
HSBC has corresponding HK$ 11otesas a liability. In addition, the HSBC's assets include

'mile

HK$ notes issued by each bank Irade al par with one another, !hey are physically dislinct and

advertise the bank of issue. For an overview of the Hong Kong financial systen1, sec Freris ( l 991 ).
=:o-rheTreasury Account is just anoth~r bank account with no influence on n1onetary policy.
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HK$-deno1ninated

assets and foreign currency-deno1ninated

assets, which may be in the

for1n of notes and coins, regular loans, and i11terbank loans. Si1nilarly, tl1e HSBC has
liabilities deno1ninated in both foreign and domestic currency. These include i11terbank
borrowings,

foreign exchange borrowings, and deposits taken from other banks, the

Exchange Fund, the Treasury, and the Public. 21
Under this regime, the monetary base was passively and fully determined by the asset
side of the Exchange Fund's balance sheet -- foreign exchange reserves plus do1nestic credit.
Given the Fund's mandate to preserve tl1e HK$/US$ link, the supply of Ho11gKong dollars
was infinitely elastic at 7.8HK$/US$, and the demand for HK$, therefore, detern1ined the
quantity in circulation.
The mechanism by which the linked rate was preserved under this syste111was slight! y
different

from the pre-1974 regime.

To see how the new "cash arbitrage" 111ecl1anis111

worked, assume the HK$ interbank rate depreciated to 7.85HK$/US$.

A bank would then

sell US$ deposits for HK$7.85, thus causing U.S. dollar deposits to fall a11d HK$ i11terbank
deposits to rise. That bank could then go to either note-issuing bank and buy US$ deposits
for HK$ at the official fixed rate of 7.8HK$/US$.
riskless HK$0.05 per dollar transacted.

Consequently, tl1e bank received a

The transaction was riskless because tl1e exchange

rate was pe1fec·r!)•fi.~ed.
In co11sequence of this arbitrage,
decreased.

US$ deposits rose and HK$ curre11cy l1oldings

At tl1e Fund, the opposite was true -- US$ deposits and HK$ curre11C)'liabilities

:nit is not necessary to include balance sheets for the other banks in our sin1plitied ana!;·sis, as all transactions
in the banking system ultimately show up on the HSBC balance sheet because of its role as f-lK,\B clearinghouse
n1anager.
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fell. However, the private bank was then left with less HK$ currency tha11 before, and
assuining the banks' desired currency-to-deposit ratio remained unchanged -- a reasonable
•

assumption since a bank's deinand for cash is a derived demand from public requ1re1nents - the bank would then be forced to reple11ishits HK$ currency holdings by decreasing HK$
lending.

In this manner, a depreciated HK$ on the interbank market prompted banks to

decrease HK$ lending, putting upward pressure on the HK$ interbank exchange rate. 22
While clear enough in theory, there are three facets of this arbitrage process that
merit attention.
transactions.

First, it may not always be desirable for ba11ks to conduct arbitrage

While the opportunity for arbitrage exists in theory, transactions costs will

drive wedges around the HK$7.80 rate in practice. Second, the transactions 111ay11everbe
consummated if the banks desire a constant currency-deposit ratio.23 Third, access to the
conversion facility is restricted to note-issuing banks only. Consequently, the nuinber of
potential arbitrageurs is limited.24

As Figt1re2 shows,deviations of the HK$ exchange

rate froin the official parity were quite small. However, this has not been due to tl1e cash
arbitrage process, because of tl1e practical li111itationsjust 1101ed. !11ter1ns or day to day
operations, tl1e 1nechanism by whicl1 the linked rate was preser.•ed ca11 be better

:::Note that chis cash arbitrage was s0111c\vhatasy1ru11etric. If the HKS interbank exchange rate (lJJJJreci(lfecl
rather than fell. as in the exampli;, banks would have exchanged US$ deposits for HK$ currency. Ho\vever,
currenC)' itself caru1otbe lent out, so the banks -- still facing a derived den1anJcurve for cash -- \vould !1ave been
forced to wait until public demands for cash rose before the excess currency could be put into the S)'Sten1.

As

such, changes in the n1onetar;' base occurred 111uchfaster \Vhcn the cxchan~c rate tt:!!!bclU\\" its ufti...:1alrate than
when tl1c con\'crsc occurrl:.Xl.

~his problc111was not a 1najor concern, though, as banks did not fear tcn1porarily ini..:rea.singtheir vault i..:ash
holdings if the)' knew the demand for currency and loans was rising.
''Sec Green,vood and Gressel (1988). Selgin (1989) suggests that all banks be a!Jo,ved to issue notes, as long
as the;· 111akethose notes redeemable at the
IV of co1npeting currency issues.

tixedrate

in the reserve currency. See our discussion in Section
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characterized as inreresr,·atearbitrage.For example, a depreciation of the HK$ on the spot
foreign exchange n1arket relative to the official Excl1ange Fund rate would induce banks to
sell HK$'s to the Fund and decrease their lending. Consequently, interbank and overnight
HK$ interest rates would rise in response. So, when the Hong Kong-U.S. interest rate
differential became positive, portfolio n1anagers would shift into HK$-dollar-deno1ninated
assets, thus lowering the relative demand for U.S. dollars and causing the HK$ interbank
exchange rate to rise back towards the fixed parity. The opposite was true for appreciations;
banks bought HK$'s from the Fund at the official parity rate, which was lower than tl1e spot
rate, thus eventually easing interbank liquidity, lowering interest rates, and inducing a capital
outflow to restore the spot rate to the fixed parity (See Figure 2.).
In practice, therefore, the 1983-1988arbitrage system preserved all the attributes of
a colonial currency board. Indeed, the arbitrage system was sufficient to preserve a fixed
•

exchange rate.

Moreover, the Exchange Fund was not capable of affecting the level of

exc/1ange,·ate 01· tl1en1oneysupply, even if ir wanted to.
To appreciate this, suppose the Exchange Fund wanted to put upward pressure on
the HK$/US$ rate by selling US$'s for HK$'s. Exhibits 1 and 2 show that the only avenue
25

available to the Fund was the asset side of its balance sheet.

If tl1e Fund sold forei2:r1
~

exchange to tl1e HSBC, it would settle tl1etrar1sactior1by debiting its HK$ deposit accour1t
at the HSBC. However, the HSBC would then want to lend tl1ese funds to other banks in
the syste1n. So, a debit of the Ft1nd's account at the HSBC would lead to a corresponding
HK$ credit at son1e other licensed bank. The net effect of such an operation by the Fund

!5Recall, the a111ountof Cf's outstanding was a function of foreign exchange: rcscrvc:s.
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was a change in the co111posirio11
of deposits, but nor their net supply.

Hence, interbank

liquidity, interest rates, and the exchange rate were unaffected by such 1noves.

D. A D1·iftTowa,·dsDisc,·erion.:July 1988-Pi·esent
In July 1988, the Monetary Affairs Branch (MAB) of tl1e Hong Kong Govern111ent
instituted what seemed to be a simple accounting change, but that change shifted tl1e linked
rate

system

discretionary

from one of arbitrage-enforcement

towards

a system that

allowed

for

policies. 26 Another alteration, which allowed for more discretion, was 1nade
27

in March 1990, when the MAB began issuing debt for the account of the Exchange Fu11d.
Both these changes allowed the Fund to intluence monetary policy. The MAB' s justification
for instituting

these changes was that intervention by the Fund would moderate the l1uge

spikes in overnight

interest

process.

such short-term

However,

maturities

rates that were associated

witl1 tl1e interest

rate arbitrage

interest rate spikes show up primarily in over11igl1t

(See Figure 2), suggesting tl1at this variety of interest rate volatility is confi11ed

to a very s1nall portion of the yield ct1rve.
A cursory examination
market rate differentials

of Figure 2 reveals that, since July 1988, three-n10111!1111011ey

have indeed narrowed so1newhat, but it l1as been at tl1e expe11se

of reducing tl1e tigl1tness of the exchange rate link. While tl1e linked rate re1nains credibl)'
in place, the mitigation of the market's ability to punish capital flight with huge on-shore
overnight rates has clearly widened tl1e bands of fluctuatio11 for the HK$ arou11d its official

''Sec Grccn,vood (1988).
''See Freris (1990) and Culp (1991a).
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parity. Si11ce tl1e sole objective of the c11rrency board is to 1naintain tl1e excl1a11ge rate, tl1e
MAB's decision to try and control interest rate volatility at the expense of the exchange rate
tightness was a clear deviation from the stated objectives of a currency board.
Exhibits 3 and 4 show the revised balance sheets of the Exchange Fund and the
HSBC at present. The additional items on the liability side of the Exchange Fund's balance
sheet are the Treasury Account, the HSBC Account (hereinafter

"Tl1e Account"), a11d tl1e

Exchange Fund Bills. The first two iten1s were created by the July I 988 refor1ns, the socalled accounting changes mentioned above.
The Account is a non-interest bearing obligation of the Fund to the HSBC, as distinct
from the normal bank account of the Exchange Fund at the HSBC. It can be viewed as an
open market facility (Ya111, 1991). The July 1988 regulations require tl1at Tl1e Accou11t be
maintained

at a level not less than tl1e Net Clearing Balance (NCB) of tl1e HKAB

clearinghouse;

hence, the net clearing balance of the rest of tl1e banking syste111. If tl1e

balance of Tl1e Account falls below the NCB or if tl1e NCB is in debit, tl1en the HSBC 1nust
pay a penalty interest rate on the shortfall equal to the higher of the Hong Kong Interbank
Offer Rate or the Best Lending Rate (Hong Kong's prime lending rate).

This gives tl1e

HSBC the incentive to maintain a balance in The Account at least equal to tl1e NCB.
Moreover,

tl1e HSBC will never wish to have 111orein Tl1e Accou111than the NCB, si11ce it

is a non-interest

bearing acco11nt.

The NCB directly affects interbank liquidity, as banks witl1 surpl11ses or deficits at tl1e
HKAB

clearinghouse

i1nbalances.

must borrow or lend i11 the interbank

1narket to rectify their

As such, variations in the NCB influence interbank rates, and hence the
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HK$/US$

rate. Thus, the creation of The Account moved control over interbank liquidity

from the HSBC (which previously had this control by virtue of its position as clearinghouse
1nanager) to the Exchange Fund. This gave the Fund the capacity to intervene directly and
exert pressure on interest rates, and hence the exchange rate.
To illustrate this, suppose that the HK$/US$

market rate falls to HKS,7.82. The

Fund may then sell US$'s for HK$'s on the foreign exchange market. However, unlike the
pre-1988 regi1ne, the Fund can now settle this transaction on the liability side of its balance
sheet. To finance its HK$ purchases, the Fund can merely debit The Account, reducing its
liability to the HSBC by the HK$ amount of the sale. Wishing to avoid tl1e pe11alty rate,
the HSBC will reduce the NCB, thus reducing the supply of Hong Kong dollars in the
interbank

market.

This will precipitate a rise in HK$ interbank rates, thus increasing the

demand for HK$-denominated

assets. Hence, tl1e HK$ will strengthen against the US$ until

the divergence between tl1e 1narket rate and the official linked rate is eliminated.
Tl1e July 1988 cha11ges also allow tl1e Fund to inter,,ene in tl1e foreig11 cxt:l1a,1gc
market by using the Treasury Accot1nt. By consulting Exhibits 3 and 4, it is apparent

that

the Govern1nent can tighten liquidity and put upward pressure on the HK$ by using that
Treasury Account. It need only transfer funds from one of its accounts at a lice11sed private
bank to the Treasury Account, tl1us resulting in a debit in Tl1e Accou11ta11da credit of the
Treasury Account. As long as the transaction is settled through The Accou11t, 111011ey
111arket
liquidity will be affected (Greenwood,

1988).

By inaugurating the Exchange Fund Bills market in March of I 990, tl1e Ft1nd was
. allowed to take another pro-active step. The Bills -- obligations of the MAB on behalf of
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the Excl1ange Fund -- are a liability of the Fund.

To exert an influence on the HK$/US$

rate, the Fund need only purchase or sell Bills. The Fund 111ayeither do this 011auction day
or on the secondary market (Culp, 1991a).
Assume that the Fund wants to exert upward pressure on the exchange rate by buying
HK$500 111illionon or just before an auction day. It can acco1nplish this by settling tl1e
auction through The Account and then not "neutralizing" the sale. At an auctio11 of, say,
HK$500 million of 9 I-day Bills, the Fund merely sells the Bills and debits The Account by
HK$500 1nillion. This precipitates a tigl1tening of interbank liquidity, higl1er i11terest rates,
and a fir111er HK$.
Alternatively,
28

base.

the Fund may not wish to influence the excl1ange rate-or tl1e 111onetary

If this is the case, the Fund must redeposit the proceeds fro1n the auction into the

accounts of the Exchange Fund in tl1e commercial

ba11king system.

Even in tl1at case,

however, the Fund 1nay wish to influence relativeinterbank liquidity. For exa1nple, the Fund
1nay wish to smooth a kink in the interbank yield curve. If the Fund redeposits the proceeds
from the auction into the one montl1 interbank 1narket, then an upward kink, for exa111ple,
can be smoothed

without overall interbank liquidity or the exchange rate being affected.

The MAB 111adean even 111oreexplicit move in the direction of discretion i11Marcl1
1992. It created a forn1al discount window, the "Liquidity Adjust111ent Facility" (LAF). Tl1e
LAF is designed to give banks access to overnight money in excl1ange for collateral and a
wider-tl1an-111arket spread. The LAF was intended to comple111ent tl1e Excl1a11geFu11d Bills
market

'.!~

by i1nproving the ability of banks to access the i11terbank 111arket late in tl1e

Indeed, this scc1ns to be the ca!;e.
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afternoon,

after many of the larger banks l1ave closed their dealing books.

Despite the pro-active refor1ns of July 1988, March 1990, and March 1992, tl1e Fund
publicly maintains that its sole mandate is the maintenance of the linked rate.

Moreover,

to date, the Fund has generally confined its interventions to periods of financial crises.
Without an explicit monetary constitution, though, the system in Hong Kong has
introduced

features that allow for limited discretion.

However, the Hong Kong system

should not be confused witl1 orthodox central banking.

First, while the Fu11d l1as a

monopoly franchise over the creation of 1noney, the Fund is still bound by the 7. 8HK$/US$
fixed exchange rate.

Provided it honors its commitment

to the official parity, the Fund

cannot abL1se its monopoly over the money creation franchise.
i1npose reserve requirements
"liquid asset" requirements,

Second, the Fund does not

on banks of any kind. Local financial i11ter111ediarics do face
but they are relatively harmless and easy to satisfy. Tl1ird. the

monetary authority does not have control over the clearing and payments 1nechanis111or the
physical issue of currency.
maintaining

Wl1ile tl1e Fu11d indirectly controls tl1e supply of 111oney by

the exchange rate link, the HSBC and Standard Chartered

franchise over currency printing, and the HKAB clearinghouse

retain tl1e legal

retai11s a 111011opolyover

clearing and pay111ents. Fourth, unlike n1ost central banks, the Fu11d does not e,1gage i11
prudential

banking regulation.

Tl1at is carried out by the Bai1king Co1111nissioner.

III. Price Le,·el Cont1·ol, Financial Crises, and Criticisms of Curre11cyBoards
Alas, even though currency boards have an outstanding record of produci11g stable,
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convertible currencies, 29 questions remain, A combination of misunderstandings about what
currency boards are, a poor grasp of the actual performance of currency board syste1ns and
faulty analytics give rise to these questions.

This section addresses some of tl1e critics'

concerns.

I. Currency Boa.rd:,·
n1a)' not alwa.yslead to price level con.vergence.
So1ne critics question the claim that the price level in a currency board cou11try will
converge with tl1at in the reserve currency country. To illustrate their point, they point to
Hong Ko11g. Figure 3 shows the inflation differentials between Hong Kong's Consu1ner
Price Index and Export Unit Value Index relative to the U.S. Consumer Price Index (CPI)
and the U.S. Producer Price Index (PP!) since 1984. Recall that the HK$ stopped t1oating,
and the fixed exchange rate system was reinstituted in October 1983. Hence, 1984 is tl1e
starting date for tl1e price data in Figure 3.
Tl1e data, specifically the CPI data, suggest that the critics might have a point.
However, a 1nore caret·u1 analysis shows tl1at the critics' concerns are unfounded.
To understand tl1e upward drift in tl1e Hong Kong - U.S. CPI int1ation differential
since 1986, so,ne background is necessary. As part of its transformation strategy, Cl1ina
established Special Economic Zones in South China. Fueled by direct foreign invest111ent,
1nanufactt1ri11goutput in those zones has grown very rapidly. A great deal of tl1at foreig11
invest1ne11tl1as origi11ated in Ho11gKong. To take advantage of low labor costs available
in the zo11es,Hong Kong has sl1ifted mt1cl1of its n1anufacturing to the 1nainland. The
services required for that new manufacturing activity -- banking, insurance, transport,

"'Su Schuler ( 1992a) for a review of the evidence.
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teleco1n1nunications, etc. -- are supplied fro1n Hong Kong. Consequently, witl1 the ope11i11g
of the Special Econon1ic Zones, Hong Kong' s economy has gone through a dra1natic
restructuring,

with a decline in manufacturing, which l1as been shifted to the mainland, and

an increase in the demand for services supplied by Hong Kong. Since the CPI inclt1des both
tradeables (1nanufacturing) and nontradeables (services), it is not surprisi11g tl1at a Hong
Kong - U.S. CPI divergence has continued to grow since 1986.30
Currency boards only promise price convergence between tradeables in the ct1rrency
board and reserve currency countries. Hence, price indices that include nontradealiles. st1ch
as the CPI, should not be used as criteria for evaluating the performance of currency boards.
Instead, indices that only include tradeables should be used. When those tradeable indices
are used to co1npare prices in Hong Kong and the U.S., the expected results are obtained
(See Figure 3).

With fixed exchange rates, tl1e Law of One Price -- that tl1e sa111egood

cannot sell for two difterent prices, abstracting from transactions costs -- should hold. Since
the currency board guarantees that the exchange rate is the same o,·er ti1ne bet,vee11Hong
Kong and the U.S.,tl1e same tradeable goods sl1ould l1ave identical nominal prices, adjusting

31Figure 3 shows tl1at, wl1e11proper!)' 111easured,
for tra11sactio11scosts, because of a.1·bi11·age.
prices in Hong Kong and the U.S. do converge as the La,v of One Price st1ggests tl1ey
should.

»"fo reduce the up,vard pressure on the CPI, ,vhich is currently running about 15 per cent per annun1 and
is almost entirely accounted for by intlatlon in nontradeables, Sir Alan Walters ha$ recently suggested that
\vorkers from the 111ainlandshould be allowed to work in Hong Kong (Lucas. 1993). Grecnvvood ( I 99 I) ...:riti.-:izes
similar, earlier proposals.
31
For this reason, the reserve currency should be selected in part based on the volu1ne of trade ber,veen the
home and reserve currcncv, countries.
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S0111ewl10 t1nderstand that the relevant measure of price convergence between a
currency board cot1ntry and a reserve cot1ntry is that 111easuredby the i11dices r·or tr,\deables
(and not the CPI, which includes nontradeables) raise a related criticis,n of curre11cy boards,
however.

They argue that a currency board country, with its fixed exchange rates, is forced

to import

inflation

from the reserve currency country.

it is of little practical importance.

This is, of course, true.

However,

For example, The World Bank reports intlation

data --

more specifically, data for open inflation -- for 125 countries. lfwe asst11netl1at 011eof the
three main reserve currencies -- the Ger,nan mark, U.S. dollar, and Japanese \'e11-- would
be used as reserves for a currency board country, we are left with 122 countries.
only six had better inflation

Of those,

records than the three main reserve currency -countries during

the 1960-l 990 period. One of those, Pana,na, is dollarized, and another, Singapore, operates
under a 111odified currency board regime (The World Bank, 1992).
adoption

Jl

Co11seque11tly,the

of currency boards in ,nost countries -- assu1ning they would have cl1ose11either

the mark, U.S. dollar, or tl1e yen as a reserve currency -- would have resulted i11 the
importation

of lower intlation than the inflation rates produced by their central banks. That

would l1ave been a good, not a bad, result.

2. A fo1·eig11cu1·1·enc,1'
as a 1·ese1-ve
asser i., roo vo!arile and is i11fe1·io1·
/() et c·o,1111101/ir.•
j·rc111dard.
So111eobject to the use of foreign excl1ange as tl1e reserve asset because.a11yvolatility
in tl1e U.S. dollar or U.S. interest rates, for exan1ple, will be felt i11Hong Ko11g, as well.
This criticis,n

J:

is not compelling.

Since the exchange rate link delivers i11terest rate

For a discussionof the Singaporean syste1n,sec Lee and Jao (1982). Ficleke (1992) currc,:tl) cn1phasizes

that the Singaporean system is more sinlilar to central banking than a currencyboard.
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convergence, tl1ere is virtually no "basis risk" associated with hedging HK$ transactio11s with
US$ fina11cialinstruments, such as interest rate futures, which are some of tl1e n1ost highly
liquid and well-developed hedge instruments in the world.33 "Swapdeposits," which are very
popular in Hong Kong, allow investors to swap HK$'s for US$'s.

34

Investors can lock in the

Eurodollar i11terestrate and then swap back into HK$'s in the future with mini,nal ctirrency
risk. Sucl1 deposits allow Hong Kong investors to obtain a deposit rate that is higher than
the rate offered by local banks. (Note that local deposit rates are depressed by the Hong
Kong Interest Rate Agreement, which is a cartel.35)
Those who question the desirability of using a reserve currency often suggest that a
commodity reserve would be preferable. However, co1n1noditymarkets are, in general, far
36

less liquid and much more volatile than currency markets.

Moreover, holding co1111nodity

inventories would deny the 111onetaryautl1ority of the ability to l1old interest-beari11g assets
and extract seigniorage.

Indeed, storage costs would have to be incurred.

1'11e only

co,nmodity in wl1ichseig11ioragecould be earned is gold. However, yields on gold loans in
the London 111arketare generally less than three per cent per annt1111.Co11seque11tl)'.tl1e
seigniorage generated from a gold-backed currency board s1'ste,n will be less tha11 under
alternative reserve currencies (Hanke and Schuler, 1993a).

}:-rhis 1nayprovide one explanation for why Hong Kong's O\Vn interest rate future, the Hong Kong Interbank
Offered Rate futures contract, has such a small volu,ne. Specitically, there is little den1an<lfor the Hong Kong
instrurnents because tht::risk can be hedgcc.1
using Eurodol!ar derivative products traded in Chicago. London, and
Singapore, where liquidity is high and transactionsC<>sts
are lo\\·. (cf. Napoli, I 99?)
:wNote that r11ostHong Kong institutions offer this product b~ause they can hedge their dealer risk easily
\Vith U.S. dollar ir.tcrcst rate futures.
35

For a good discussionof tht! Interest Rate Agreement, sec Kroszner (1990).

36

I111pliedoption and historical volatilities on con1moditiesarc typically far in excessof currenc~:volatilities.
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3. Cu,·ren.cyBoards are just peggedexc/1a11ge
,·are,·e,~imes
i11 disg11ise.
As tl1e newfound interest in c\1rrency boards has arisen, so has the confusio11 about
what boards are and how they work. The most co1n111onerror is one of co111n1issio11.Most
economists incorrectly treat currency boards with fixed exchange rates as ifthe 1• were central
banks with pegged rates. During a two-day conference at The World Bank in January I 992
("Confere11ce 011Currency Substitution and Currency Boards"), for example, the error was
made repeatedly by a distinguished panel. Consequently, much of the criticis1n leveled at
currency boards is simply misplaced because it is a criticis1n of central banks operating with
pegged excl1ange rates, or what are oxy111oronically called "fixed but tlexible" rates.
If tl1e exchange rate regi111eallows for the possibility of a devaluation or revaluation
in the so-called "fixed rate," it :1in1plyca11norbe 1·eje1·1·ed
ro as fixed.
Woods

agree111ent was and tl1e Exchange Rate Mechanisn1 (ERM)

Monetary

He11ce. tl1e Bretto11
of the Et1ropea11

Syste111is a pegged, not a fixed, exchange rate regin1e. !11co11trast, tl1e pre-World

War I gold standard was a fixed rate regime.

Today, the only fixed rate s1•stems are tl1e

currency boards whose sole function is to exchange domestic currency for a resef\•e ct1rre11cy
(which is equal to I 00 per cent of outstanding domestic currency) at a never-cl1angi11g rate
on de111and. (cf. Fried111a11,1968)
Under the absolt1tely fixed exchange rate type, central banks have no discretion vis-avis the exchange rate. However, under tl1e pegged type, the governn1ent or tl1e central ba11k
has discretion about when to be pegged and when to be flexible.
authorities,

currency speculators know that this discretion

Much to the dis111ayof tl1e

exists u11der pegging syste111s.
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Consequently,

they play on that fact for large stakes.37

The nature of 1nonetary policy Linder the two syste1ns is qL1ite different
1990). If tl1e exchange rate is fixed, tl1ere can be only one 1nonetary policy.
the n1onetary policy of Hong Kong is determined

(Walters,

For exa111ple,

by the Federal Reserve Board of the

United States because the HK$ is absolutely fixed to the US$. That fix is credible because
the currency board in Hong Kong must back the HK$'s it issues by US$ reserves of 100 per
cent and 1nust maintain full convertibility.
The superficial
authorities

attraction

of pegged exchange rates is obvious -- somel1ow the

think they are getting the best of both worlds, namely stability of non1inal

exchange rates and tl1e flexibility
out of line.

(Tl1e original

to move them when tradeable goods prices and cost get

docu1nents 011 the EMS in 1978 indicate that their authors

t:lelieved tl1at tl1e syste1n would give rise to an "area of stability" i11excl1a11gerate,.)
However, with a pegged exchange rate t 1'pe, responsibility is mL1ddied and diffused.
A pegged cou11try cai1 have a bit of a monetary policy, allowing the exchange rate to wa11der
within the band, 3.11don occasion moving tl1e band to a new central value. Indeed. it is tl1e
equivocation

of 111onetarypolicy tl1at causes much of the trouble witl1 tl1e pegged syste111.

Even witl1 the pegged syste1n's troubles, sucl1 as those we wit11essed witl1 tl1e ERM
in Septe111ber 1992, n1any argL1etl1at tl1ose troubles are wortl1 tl1eir costs because tl1e pegged
syste111provides discipline.
it gives rise to a discipline

!11deed, the propone11ts' case for a pegged excl1ange rate is tl1at
which prevents runaway inflation

and provides a11 effective

contai11111entof excess wage pressures. Furtl1ermore, it is argued tl1at t1scal refor111s,agai11

31

For a detailed description and analysis of how this t:·pc of spceulative attack against the ERI\·!

oul i11Scptctnbcr

199?,sce Goldslein, et al. (1993).

\Vets

played
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with the peg as the critical discipline, can be tackled and burgeoning budget deticits can be
controlled.
If it were true that tl1e fixed-but-flexible syste1ngave considerable impetus to tl1ese
.
reforms, it would be a powerful case for some sort of peg. The evidence on this proposition
is, however, rather equivocal. For exa1nple, Italy has been pegged in the ERM since 1979,
and to say the least, there has been no noticable improvement in its tiscal bala11ce, nor i11
its unsustainable welfare payn1ents. Certainly since Britai11joined the ERM, i11for111ally
in
February 1987and formally in 1990, the. fiscal position has deteriorated alarmingly. Indeed,
in terms of perforn1ance on almost all indicators, the British government behaved itselt· far
better when out than when in the ERM. Nor has me1nbershipof tl1eERM. l1elped Belgium
to reduce her government debt -- now much more than its GNP. · As for Spain, tiscal
rectitude under the ERM discipline has .been as elusive as the Holy Grail. Indeed, if we
look at Europe as a whole, budget deficits were on average -3.0%during tl1e 1987-89 period.
Then, after every country beca1ne firmly wedded, either forn1allyor informally, to the ERM,
the deticits steadily increased: tl1ey were -4.3%,-5.4%,and -6.7% i111991, 1992, a11d 1993,
respectively.
Incidentally, fixed-rate systems do promote fiscal discipline. Currency board countries
do balance their tiscal accounts, or like Hong Kong, they run modest surplt1ses.
In tl1e context of pegged versus tixed rate regi1nes.it is i111portantto 111entiontwo
recent curre11cyreforn1s tl1at l1ave been 1nischaracterized as currency board refor111s.and,
therefore, 1nisanalyzed.''

3

First, i11early I991, Argentina passed a co11vertibilitylaw (Law

~For a tnore t!Xtcnsivc treatment, see Hanke, Jonung and Schuler (1993).
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23.298). It took effect on I April 1991 and requires the Banco Central de la Republica
Argentina to maintain an exchange rate of 10,000Argentine australes (now redeno1ninated
as one peso) per US dollar, and to hold "freely usable reserves in gold and foreign
currencies" equal to at least 100per cent of the 1nonetary base. (Note that the central bank
may cou11t a li111itedamount of Argentine govern1nent bonds payable in dollars (Bonex) as
foreign reserves.)
Unlike a typical currency board system, the Argentine monetary system has limited
convertibility.

Permission from the central bank is required for certain current-account

transactions,

although currently permission is 1nerely a formality. The executive bra11ch of

the govern1nent has the power to i1npose capital controls by decree, forbidding

foreign

investments fro1n being converted into foreign currency for up to three years. Furthermore,
institutional

protection

for the exchange rate and the reserve ratio is weak. The central

bank cannot devalue the peso at its own discretion, but it can do so with the pern1issio11 of
tl1e legislatt1re, which it could probably obtain easily.

Argentina's long l1istor:· of failed

currency reforn1s l1as created a11xiety that tl1e peso will be devalued by the time that the
current finance 1ninister, wl10 conceived the convertibility law, leaves office.

Finally, tl1e

Banco Central remains a lender of last resort to commercial banks. If a large co1111nercial
bank fails, tl1e Ba11co Central's role as a lender of last resort may conflict with its pro111ise
to hold foreign reserves of 100 per cent of the monetary base.
Arge11ti11einterest rates are evide11ce of the i1npert·ect credibility of the li11kof tile
peso to the US dollar, and of the perception that the exchange rate of the peso is pegged,
not fixed.

Indeed, the peso has experienced the typical difficulties of a pegged exchange
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rate. For exan1ple, an attack on the peso by currency speculators occurred on 11 Nove111ber
1992.

For tl1e first titne since the convertibility law was passed, the Banco Central

intervened in the foreign-excl1ailge 1narket, selling dollars and buying pesos witl1 its excess
foreign reserves. The Banco Central also ceased lending to banks that wished to borro""·
pesos to buy dollars. In reaction to the attack on the peso, interest rates on short-ter1n peso
deposits increased fro,n 15 per cent to 85 per cent a year, whereas interest rates on sl1ortterm dollar deposits in Argentina remained at about 7 per cent. Although the Nove111ber
I991 speculative attack was an isolated incident, it is i1nportant to note tl1at tl1e spread
between annualized three-month yields on peso deposits and Eurodollar deposits has been
positive since the convertibility law was passed. For example, the average spread was 6.27
per cent during the April 1991 -January 1992period. The higher peso interest rates ret1ect
a perceived risk tl1at peso will be devalued. If the Argentine setup was a curre11cyboard
with fixed exchange rates, that possibility would not exist and comparable peso-dollar
interest rates would tend to be the same. In reality Argentina has a central bank witl1 a
pegged exchange rate, which l1as been given enhanced credibility because of its foreign
exchange reserve backing require1nents.
Second, the Estonian ,nonetary reform of 20-22 June 1992 replaced tl1e rt1ble witl1
a new curre11cy, the Estonian kroon.

It represents anotl1er pset1do curre11cy board

arrange1nent. The kroon is pegged to the German mark at a central rate of 8 kroo11sper
mark. The exchange rate of the kroon is allowed to fluctuate up to 3 per cent fro111tl1e
central rate. The Bank of Estonia (Eesti Pank), the central ba11k,is required to l1old gold
and foreign-currency assets equal to 100 per cent of the 1no11etarybase, like tl1e Arge11ti11e
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central bank.
As in Argentina, in Estonia institutional protection for the exchange rate and for tl1e
reserve ratio is weak.

The central bank cannot devalue the kroon by itself, bt1t the

legislature can authorize the central bank to devalue the kroon. However, tl1e governor of
the central bank has warned that he would have to devalue the kroon if the Estonian
parliament approved a high minimum wage. Unlike a currency board, tl1e Bank ot· Estonia
has a lender of last resort capacity and some restrictions ha.\'e been placed 011 capital
account transactions.
Estonia, like Argentina, l1asa ce11tralbanking setup 1vitl1pegged excl1a11gerates and
a foreign exchange reserve require1nent to enhance the credibility of the kroon. It is 11ot
a currency board with fixed excl1ange rates. As evidence of that fact co11sider that sl1ortter1n deposit rates are 30 per cent per year in Estonia and only about se1,en per cent in
Germany, Estonia's reserve currency country.

4. Tl1e Cur1·en0 1 Boa,·d S)•stem P1·events Fiscal Flexibility

So111ecritics argue that, due to their requiren1ent of strict fixed excl1a11gerates,
currency boards eli1ninate the role of fiscal policy. Ironically, man1• of these sa111ecritics
advocate the need for balanced budgets as a precondition for successful 111acroecono111ic
stabilization programs.
Under a currency board regime, government spending can be financed by taxes or
the isst1ance of debt instru111ents. However, that spending cannot be t1nanced by
monetization ot· deficits and inflationary t1nance. In principle, therefore, fiscal policy can
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be used in currency board countries. However, as we have noted, in practice most currency
board countries, such as Hong Kong, have typically balanced their budgets or run small
surpluses. (Culp, 1991a) This has been due in part to fiscal prudence. In other cases, it has
been because the countries did not have the means to borrow from the public or abroad.
In any case, the elimination of soft budget constraints by the adoption of curre11cy boards
in developing countries and countries going through the transformation from socialism to
capitalis1n is a desirable conseqt1ence of currency boards.

Indeed, that fiscal policy is

constrained by currency boards is a small cost to pay for the elimination of soft budget
constraints.
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5. Tl1ecur,·encyboard S)'Sten1is inconsistentwir/1a lenderof /asr1·eso1·t.
Because a currency board is not a central bank and does not have the capability to
act as a Lender of Last Resort (LLR), some argue that the currency board syste1n is
incapable of dealing with banking panics, financial crises, and syste1nic instability.
There are several alternative views of the LLR function. but the classical justification
for a LLR is usually attributed to Henry Thornton and Walter Bagehot.4° Tl1eir views
suggest tl1at tl1e LLR (a central bank) should preco1nmit to lend witl1out l1esitation in
serious financial panics to help prevent "contagion" effects, or situations in whicl1 problems
with a s1nall nt11nber of financial institutions may spread to otl1erwise sound i11stitutio11s.
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See Hanke, Jonung and Schuler (1993). Related to this point, Chu and Feltenstein (1978) report interesting

findings tOr Argentina.

They note the government transfers to state-owned enterprises translated one-for-one

into high-powt!rcdn1oney through central bank financingof the governmentdeficit, \vhile private losses were
tinanced by the commercial banks and were not, as a general rule, rediscounted by the central bank. Hence,
their data suggest that state-..owne<lenterprise transfers \Vere proportionatelyten ti111esas intlationary per unit
of transfer as the private losses.
"For revie,vs, see Bardo (1990) and Humphrey (1989).
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The alternative view is that the LLR creates serious moral hazard proble111s. By
.

extending a safety net under banks, excessive risk-taking and irresponsible invest111entand
lending are e11couraged. In this 1nanner, the LLR can actually be one of tl1e fi11ancial
system's worst e11e1nies(Selgin, 1989),
An exami11ationof l1ow the Exchange Fund in Hong Kong has dealt witl1 financial
crises witl1out relying on LLR functions demonstrates the fallacy of clai111sleveled at
currency board syste1ns. This exan1inatio11is particularly interesting in Ho11gKo11g,where
no state-sponsored deposit insurance exists. (cf. Culp, 1991b)
Since Thornton thought a key attribute of the LLR should be its ownersl1ip of tl1e
monopoly fra11chiseto create money, it is logical to discuss tl1e linked rate in tl1e same
context as syste1nic banking crises.

Hence, the ability of the linked rate to witl1stand

pressures wl1icl1cause syste1nic instability is presented first.
Greenwood (1984, 1989)disti11gt1isl1es
between two types ofproble111swl1icl1ca11arise
to challenge tl1e integrity of a currency board's linked rate: internal a11dexter11aldrai11. An
internal drain occurs when there is a large shift in the currency to deposit ratio.

For

exa1nple, sucl1a sl1iftwould occur in a bank run or banking panic because of a large positive
shock to tl1e public's den1a11dfor curre11cy. !11tl1at case, banks would seek to restore their
previous curre11cy-depositratios by selling US$'s to the Fund for HKS's. 1'11isofte11requires
borrowing US$'s i11tl1e interbank 111arket.The banks' atte111ptto restore ct1rre11cy-deposit
ratios will put upward pressure 011 the HK$ vis-a-vis tl1e US$. Until banks ca11acquire
enougl1 HK$'s fro1n the Fund, HK$ interbank rates will rise sl1arply. This will reduce
profitable le11ding opportunities for banks, thus leading to slower credit creatio11, a
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contraction in deposit growth, and eventually a contraction in the monetary base.41
An external drain occurs when there is a capital flight out of the Hong Kong dollar,
as in tl1e week preceding the inception of the linked rate in 1983. The quantity ot· deposits
may not change, but US$ l1oldings will rise relative to HK$ holdings, and tl1e HK$ will
depreciate against the US$ in the spot 1narket vis-a-vis the official parity. At so1ne point,
this will trigger arbitrage in which HK$ notes are sold to the Fund for US$'s. This, in turn,
will precipitate an increase in HK$ interbank rates as interbank liquidity dries up, thus again
reducing profitable lending, lowering credit-creation and deposit growth, and precipitating
a con traction in the monetary base.
Hong Kong's linked rate has withstood both types of pressures withot1t any l1elp from
the Exchange Fu11d. Figure 4 sl1owsthat from late December 1983 to early Jantiary 1984,
an internal drain occurred. The cause of the drain was merely a large increase i11public
demand for cash during the Cl1ristmas holiday season.

However, banks had failed to

anticipate this de1nand in tl1e wake of tl1e new excl1ange rate link. As a result, overnight
interest rates in Hong Kong rose to nearly 25 per cent (annualised), and the HK$ went to
a large premit1n1 in the interbank market relative to the official parity. Nonetl1eless, the
linked rate 1nechanism held tight, arbitrage occurred, and the drain finally subsided, tl1us
returning the exchange rate to parity.
Two exa111plesof the internal drain l1ave occurred since the July 1988 refor111swhich
•

allowed for official interventions by the Fund in the foreign exchange 1narket. For exa111ple,
on June 5 and 6, 1989, in the wake of events in Tianan1nen Square, Hong Kong residents

41

1n the short run, it is not likely that the 1none1ary base will change much, if al all.
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registered their concern by making massive withdrawals from the Bank of China. The Bank
of China, scra111bling for currency, was forced to borrow on the interbank
drove annualised
7. 78HK$/US$

overnight

rates up about

12 per cent.

1narket, wl1ich

The HK$ traded

at around

in the spot market, and the Exchange Fund intervened through The Account

by injecting HK$ I94 million. It is not clear to what extent the intervention and interest rate
premium affected interbank
premiums

liquidity.

However, tl1e crisis soo11 subsided, a11d so did tl1e

in tl1e foreign exchange and interbank

markets.

The linked rate was agai11

preserved.
More recently, Citibank H.K. and Standard Chartered Bank experienced
large bank runs in the wake of the government's incompetence
Credit and Co111merce International

relatively

in handling the Bank of

affair (Culp, 1991b). The Exchange Fund intervened

by injecting overnight assistance of HK$200 million into the banking syste1n through The
Account.

Moreover, both the Bank of China and the HSBC offered their full assistance to

Standard

CI1artered and Citibank H.K., so that tl1ey could meet their liquidity de1na11ds.

The runs were quelled witl1 no lasting da111ageto the systen1.
It is wortl1 noting, however, that the Christ1nas 1983 example showed that an internal
drain could be dealt witl1 wi1l1ourintervention by tl1e Fund. It is quite likely tl1at, in light
of this, the latter two exa111ples could also ha,,e bee11 quelled witl1out assistance fro111the
Fund.

Indeed, 11·ithrespect to the seco11d post-1983 example, it seems tl1at a con11nit1nent

of the Bank of Cl1ina and the HSBC to support tl1e two banks being run was far 11iore
in1portant tha11 tl1e Fund's infusio11 of liquidity. The intervention was a one-ti1ne boost 1·or
liquidity a11d re,•ealed nothing about the financial viability of the victitn banks.

However,
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the announcen1ent of a commit1nent to provide liquidity by the other banks was surely
construed as a testament to Citibank H.K. and Standard Chartered's viability, tl1us helping
to halt the run.
The other type of problem which can challenge the linked rate -- an exter11al drain - occurred in July 1984, wl1e11political trouble in Chi11aprompted a flight out of Ho11gKong
dollars. Annualised overnigl1t rates rose to nearly 28 per cent, and the HK$ fell to roughly
7.88HK$/US$. The month-end exchange rate, shown on Figure 4, was still at a discount of
HK$7.84/US$.

Nonetheless, the higl1 01•ernight rates were enough to quell capital t1ight,

and the crisis subsided witl1 no da111ageto the linked rate mechanism. (see Figure 2)
Given the inability of Britain and Italy to witl1stand tl1e pressures of tl1e "external
drain" in Septe111ber 1992, it is worth n1entioni11g011ceagain the difference betwee11 tl1e
fixity of a currency board excl1ange rate link and the pseudo-tixed nature of the ERM. !11
the ERM, excl1ange rates are neither fixed nor freely floating. Rather, exchange rates are
allowed to float within specified bands aroL1nddeclared central exchange rates. Wl1en tl1e
1narket excl1ange rate reaches its boundar1·, tl1e ERM 1ne1nbernations' central ba11ks111ust
intef\•ene to preserve tl1e excl1a11gerate's ce11tralparity. This is done witl1both open 1narket
curre11cyoperations and sl1iftsin relative monetary policy. Ho1vever,tl1e realign111entoption
of tl1e ce11tral rates also re111ainsviable.
Obviously, 1narket participa11ts are aware of tl1e realig11111ent
optio11. Consequently,
when a currency is perceived to be 1nisvalued and the central ba11ks'interve11tio11capacities
and/or co111111it111e11ts
are li1nited -- sucl1 as the poL111d
and lira vis-a-vis tl1e 111arkprior to
Septe1nber 16, 1992 -- it is a reaso11ablysafe bet that the interventio11 and interest rate
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weapons to defend central ERM rates will ultimately fail. After all, the 1nore spect1lative
pressure to which the currency is subjected, the 1nore difficult it beco1nes for tl1e central
banks to preserve the pegged rate. I11deed,prior to the 1992 sterling devaluation, tl1e Ba11k
of England increased short term interest rates in the middle of an econo1nic slu1np and
reportedly spent US$26 billion in pound purchases in a fruitless effort to prop up its sagging
currency .42 As noted earlier, currency boards are immune to this proble1n because the
43

tl1at 111ostof tl1e
exchange rate is viewed widely as being virtually i1n1nutable. The n10111ent
public believes the exchange rate may be changed, what was formerly an arbitrage operation
is transformed instantly into foreign exchange speculation. The key to tl1e ga1ne is the
credibility of the exchange rate link, as the contrast between Hong Kong and the ERM
shows. 44
The linked rate perfor1ns well under pressure. It does not contribute to fi11a11cial
panics.

Indeed, it lends stability to Hong Kong's financial system. But, l1011·does the

financial syste111perform, given that the Fund does not have a classical LLR capacity and
Hong Kong does not have state-sponsored deposit insurance? The classical LLR t·unction
is provided by whatever institt1tio11is ulti111atelyresponsible for providi11ginterba11kliquidity.
Prior to July 1988, tl1at respo11sibilitywas l1eld by the HSBC as 1nanager of tl1e HKAB
clearinghouse, leading many to refer to the HSBC as Hong Kong's de /aero central bank.

''Compare !hat amount with the US$23 billion in equity which changed hands on the Ne,,· York Stock
Exchange on October 19, 1987, the largest trading <lay (measured by volume) in the history of the Ne,v York
Stock Exchange.
4

3To the extent that changes in the central rate are due to problen1s in the reserve currcn~y . .su~h as

hyperintlations or the instabilityof the poun<lin the sterling t!-Xchange
era, this \Villnot be a 1,roblc:111.
S1)c:...:ulati\'c
attacks cannot themselvcS generate hyperintlations or severe macroeconomic instability. Providc<l Jevaluation.s
are tied explicitly to such events there is no risk of such attacks which increase the probability of Jcvaluation!:i.

'"'See Goldstein, et al. (1993).
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In the sterling era of tl1e Hong Kong currency board, the two note-issuing banks i111plicitly
perforn1ed tl1e LLR function on 111anyoccasions, most notably the Banking Crisis of 1965.
In 1964, a similar panic was also averted when the Fund actually flew in large packages of
foreign currency to assure the public of the convertibility guarantee. Most of the packages
were returned to Londo11 unopened, as the panic was forestalled by tl1e asst1ra11ce of
convertibility.

45

Implicit in all of this was tl1e position of the Hong Kong gover111nent. It apparently
would not allow a note-issuing bank to fail.

The Britisl1 Monopolies and Mergers

Comn1issions explained in 1982 that "we were told tl1at on occasion either at tl1e
Govern1nent's request or on its own initiative HSBC had pro1'ided funds to avert banking
crises or rescue ailing co1npanies. In the unlikely event of HSBC findi11gitself i11difficulties,
it would be tl1e Ho11gKo11gGover11111e11t
wl1icl1would act as lender of last resort, usi11g
46

assets in the Excl1ange Fu11d."

Tl1is suggests, then, that wl1ilethe Fund may not pertorm

an explicit LLR function, Hong Kong nonetheless implicitly practices wl1at is co111n1only
referred to as the "Too Big to Fail" doctrine.

47

In closing, tl1e distinction between a LLR and deposit insurance 111eritsdiscussion,
particularly given the absence of deposit insurance in Hong Kong. Tl1e LLR exists to help
deal with syste111iccrises, wl1iledeposit insurance exists to forestall bank runs wl1icl1n1ight,
tl1rough contagion effects, result in syste1niccrises. Although they are separate, tl1ey are
related.

.

Ho11g Kong has 110 tor111al state-spo11sored deposit 111sura11ceprogra111.

''See Greenwood
"'Quoted
7
~

( 1983b).

in Jao (1991b), p.49.

-

Some: might argue that "Too Big to Fail" itself i1nplies that there is a LLR. For a discussion of "Too Bi!!
to Fail,"see, for exa,nple, Hetzel (1991), Kaufman (1988), and Miller (1992).
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Consequently, Hong Kong is subject to bank runs. These runs are further n1otivated by the
existence of "inner reserves," which are politically-created accounting "sunspots" that allow
banks to partially conceal assets in their balance sheets and smooth their earnings. (Culp,
1991b; Diamo11dand Dybvig, 1983; Kroszner, 1990) However, the Hong Kong runs appear
to provide a positive form of n1arket discipline on banks, constraining banks fro111111aki11g
irresponsible investment decisions.48 Indeed, the Hong Kong bank runs tend to fizzle out
after a short duration and do not degenerate into systemic crises.
Another feature of the Hong Kong financial system acts to contain the frequent bank
runs.

Competing banks typically ot'fer each other overnight liquidity assistance.

For

example, even though the HSBC is a competitor with other major banks, it is nor i11the
interest of tl1e HSBC to allow a systemic panic to develop. Consequently, eacl1 bank has
a very stro11g i11ce11tiveto forestall a systemic crisis by offering overnight assistance to
liquidity-constrai11ed banks. This creates an implicit form of the cross-guarantee system
a1nong the Hong Kong banks. This market discipline is a most con1pelling reason to believe
that banks will continue to back other solvent banks in the event of liquidity crises.
Moreover, tl1ey will quickly let one anotl1er fail if tl1e bank being run is indeed insolvent.

49

The infor111alsystem of cross guarantees that exists in Hong Kong could, of course,
be for111alizeda11dstrengthened, however. To appreciate that, consider tl1e history of tl1e
U.S. ba11king syste1n. Research has shown tl1at the pre-1914 U.S. banking s1•ste111dealt

"Su
4

Kat1f1nan(1988) and Culp (!99!b).

vNotc that the rcecnt introduction of a discount \vindow (the LAF) at the Exchange Fund for purposes of

providing ovt!.rnightliquidity was unnecessary, since that liquidity is provided by bank.sloaning u\·cn1ight funds
to each other.

i

<

i

j

l
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effectively with problems of system-wide panics and systemic instability, even in the absence
of the Federal Reserve and a central LLR. A clearinghouse system existed.

Under that

systen1, 1ne111berbanks effectively cross-guaranteed one another, and in periods of serious
crises, the clearinghouse became a de fat:ro single firm comprised of its 1ne1nber banks. It
provided deposit insurance and even issued its own currency as a LLR. (Calomiris, 1990;
Gorton, 1985; Gorton and Mullineaux, 1987; Timberlake, 1984). Since Hong Kong already
has a clearinghouse

system, it would be easy to introduce pre-1914, U.S.-type cross-

guarantee sche1nes to Hong Kong. 50 All that would be necessary would be to divorce the
HKAB clearinghouse from the HSBC to prevent the exercise of monopoly power. 51

IV. The Political Calculus and a Monetary Constitution
Hong Kong' s Exchange Fund has provided for a stable, convertible currency tl1at has
contributed to tl1e rapid economic progress of Ho11gKong. Even though the Fund does not
have a for111al1nonetary constitution, it has established a high degree of credibility with
regard to the two conditions necessary for the successful currency board:

the maintenance

of the exchange rate link at a specified level and a commitment to non-interference

with tl1e

linked rate, including any change in its level.
However, the history of the Fund suggests that changes could be made to i111prove
the operatio11 of tl1e Fund. The changes, which would enhance the Fund's credibility, would
eli1ninate the possibility for the Fund to adopt features of central banking, such as

'°Culp ( 199 I b) develops this further.
'' See Se!gin ( I 988),
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discretionary

monetary policies and prudential regulation of commercial banking.

Tl1ese

changes, which should be i111plemented by tl1e adoption of a monetary co11stitution, are
noteworthy

not only tor Hong Kong, but also for those who are interested i11 adopting

currency board systems.
The history of Hong Kong shows tl1at the legal and institutio11al environ1ne11t i11whicl1
the Exchange Fund has operated was inadequate to prevent the Fund fro111slidi11g ever so
slightly towards central banking and away from a unified currency regi1ne. Even if tl1e Fund
has, in general, remained committed to the linked rate throughout much of its l1istory, its
tendency to adopt degrees of discretion l1asdevalued the perceptible benefit of the currency
board system -- na1nely, certainty and credibility.
to the preservation of convertibility

Recall that it is tl1e credible co111111itn1e11t

at the fixed rate wl1ich separates a CL1rrencyboard fro111

the unsatisfactory pegged excl1ange rate regin1es of central banks.
The appropriate

1neans of safeguarding against such abuses is the establisl1111entof

an ironclad 1nonetary constitution to prevent any possibility of long-run abuses. Buchanan
and Brennan (1981) observe tl1at "(r]efor,ns in policy to be imple111ented by ordinary 1ne11
can only con1e tl1rough refor,ns in the rules within wl1ich they operate." In particL1lar, sucl1
sl1ould contain several specific provisions. 52

a constitution

First, a currency board should l1ave its legal seat and 111ostof its assets i11a safe
haven country,
expropriations
is important,

such as Switzerland.

That will li1nit the possibility

a11dtl1us lend 111orestability to tl1e exchange rate link.

of reserve asset

Protectio11 of assets

even in places like Ho11g Kong, particularly i11ligl1t of the cha11ges i11Ho11g

-

''See Hanke, Jonune and Schuler (1992 and 1993).
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Kong's sovereignty that will occur in 1997.
Second, the 1nonetary constitution must require tl1e currency board to adhere to the
maintenance of an exchange rate link at its specified level and with full convertibility.
Third, the constitution should specify the exact terms of the exchange rate, i11cluding
the level of the rate itself, the structure of the currency board's balance sheets (to avoid the
creation of another HSBC Account), and the terms of access to the official excha11gerate.
With regard to the tirst condition, it is not critical that the rate be set at some "funda111ental
equilibrium"

level, as long as the rate is reasonable and allows the currency board country's

exports to be co1npetitive.

With regard to the last condition, it is desirable tl1at all ba.nk,

have direct access to the currency board's official exchange rate.
Moreover, the constitution could allow for changes in the ofticial rate, provided the
manner in whicl1 those changes occur is known in advance and designed only to deal with
"acts of God." For example, if the reserve currency began hyperinflating, a provisio11 should
exist to either revalue the l1ome currency vis-a-vis the hyperintlating reserve curre11cy or to
select anotl1er reserve currency. (Hanke and Schuler, 199le) However, s11chprovisio11s 11111st
be carefully structured with specitic predefined "trigger points" to avoid proble111ssi111ilarto
those wl1ich arose in the wake of the Basle Agree1nent.
Fourtl1, the monetary authority should have a board of directors co1nprised of both
don1estic and foreign 111en1bers
wl10 are rewarded for adherence to tl1e c11rre11Cy'
board's
constitution.

For exa1nple, represe11tatives could be paid on an annual fee pl11sbo11dbasis.

The value of tl1e bo11dwould be geared to the length of service on the board a11dwould be
paid 011retire1nent, only iftl1e board adhered to the currency board's constitution d11ring the
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ter1n the director served.
Fiftl1, appropriate attention sl1ot1ldbe paid in formulating compensation schemes for
the currency board's inside management. For example, managers 1night have part of the pay
in the form ofan option portfolio written on the Hong Kong dollar. (Culp and Hanke, 1993)
Tl1ere are various possibilities

for how sucl1 a porttolio

might be structured.

A si1nple

example is to give managers a "butterfly spread." Such a portfolio of options would allow
managers to collect extra inco111e,tl1e a1nou11t of which would vary accordi11g to tl1e
departure of tl1e 1narket rate fro1n official parity.
For exan1ple, suppose the transaction cost bounds around tl1e Hong Kong dollar
suggest tl1at it should stay within 7.7HK$/US$

and 7.9HKS/US$.

the currency board would each be given a portfolio

Then, the managers of

of four options:

one long call with a

HK$7. 9 strike price, one long put with a HK$7. 7 strike, and a short call and a put each "at
the 111oney,"at HK$7.8.

Then, managers would "collect option premiu1n" 011the value ot·

their positio11, c1slong as rhe rare sra.yedlvir/1in HK$7. 7 and HK$7.9. Beyo11d tl1at, tl1e 1011g
call and lo11g put would prevent managers fro1n 111akinga loss on tl1e positio11. So, to
maxi1nize the value of their premiu111collected, 1nanagers would have a stro11gincentive to
1nini111izeHo11g Kong dollar - U.S. dollar volatility.
volatility

(Note also that a11increase i11i111p!ied

-- due perhaps to any anticipation of a cl1ange in the rate -- would also adversely

affect the profitability

of tl1e con1pensation schen1e.)

This provision is in the spirit of tl1e co111pensationarrange111entfor the Gover11or of
the Reserve Ba11k of New Zealand.

With the passage of the Reserve Ba11k Act of

Dece111ber 1989, wl1ich made tl1at central bank independe11t, the Governor's e111ploy111ent
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contract beca111econtingent upon the Reserve Bank meeting prespecified inflation targets.
Finally, it is important that a 1.,•u1·re11c·>•
board need nor be operated b>•rhe ,~<1ve1·nmenr.
De1nsetz (1968) explains that a so-called natural 1nonopoly,nay be owned and operated by
a private fir111in a co1npetitive environment. Private firms could be allowed to co111petefor
the right to co11trolthe currency board and receive seigniorage (or part of the seig11iorage)
provided tl1at they strictly met the conditions of the monetary constitution, and tl1at they
posted a perfor1nance bond.
The feasibility of such a private currency board systen1 1nerits consideratio11,
particularly i11ligl1t of the work by Fa1na and Jensen (1983a and 1993b) 011 "financial
mutuals." Fi11ancial mutual organizations are characterized by the fact that the residual
claimholders are also the custon1ers of the organization. In the currency board case, tl1e
co111mercialba11king sector is the custo111er,and the board's sole assets are tl1e foreig11
currency reserve assets.
Since tl1ere is no p1·i111a
facie presu111ptionthat currency supply is a natural 111011opol
y,
another feature sl1ould be included in tl1e monetary constitution, in any case: co111peting
currencies sl1ould be allowed. (cf. Cowen and Kroszner, 1993; Dowd, 1989, 1992: Glasner,
1989; Schuler, 1992b; Selgin, 1988; Wl1ite, 1989; Yeager and Greenfield, 1989). Tl1is could
be acco1nplisl1ed i11two ways. First, tl1e 111onetaryconstitution should specif)· tl1at a11y
international curre11cycan be used by residents of the curre11cyboard country. Tl1e tl1reat
of currency substitution would, tl1erefore, reinforce incenti\•es for tl1e curre11cy board to
adhere to its constitution.
Second, 111t1ltipleintranational note issues sl1ot1ldbe allowed, perl1aps eve11 by

'

•
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co111peting curre11cy boards. 53 The one official currency board would be reqt1ired, bt1t the
monetary constitt1tion should not prol1ibit otl1er note issues. The ulti111ate deter111i11atio11,
as to wl1ether tl1ese other internal

currencies would be held, would, of cot1rse, be tl1eir

stability and co11vertibility.
When viewed as a financial

1nt1tual, the most powerful for111of discipline

on tl1e

currency board is the ability of its customers as residual claimholders to effectively force the
liquidation

ot· tl1e board at any ti111e. All the custo1ners would have to do is redee111tl1e

board's curre11cy for its reserve curre11cy.

V. Co11cludi11gObse1·vations
011e of the 1nost successful 1nonetary regi111esin the world is tl1e li11ked rate
mech·anis111of Ho11g Kong.

For 111ostof tl1e period since tl1e i11ception of Ho11g Ko11g•s

linked rate, the Colony has experienced strong economic growth. vigorous trade, a relatively
low rate of producer price inflation,
wake of a l1ighly t1ncertai11political

and a11at1nosphere of co11fide11cea11d stability i11tl1e
future.

While not strictly a colonial curre11cy board by

the classical defi11ition, Hong Ko11g is a 111odernai1alogue. With 111odificatio11s-- 11a111ely,
a 1nonetary co11stitt1tion -- it could be used as a model for developing countries a11d tl1ose
goir1g tl1rough a transfor111ation fro111socialis1n to capitalis1n.

53

Scc Han.kc, Jonung, and Schuler ( 1992).

' '
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'
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Exhibit l

Excl1ange Fund
Liabilities

Assets

.

FOREX Assets

Certificates of Indebtedness
Coins

Do111esticAssets:
.
HK$ Deposits at HSBC
HK$ Deposits at Other Banks

Debt Certificates

Exl1ibit2

Hongkong and Sl1anghai Banking Corporation (HSBC)
Liabilities

Assets
Certificates of I11debtedness
HK$-Deno1ninated Assets:
Notes and Coins Held
Loans

HK$ Notes Issued

"'

HK$ Deposits from
Banks
Exchange Fund
Treasury
Public

HK$ Interbank Loans

HK$ Interbank Borrowi11gs

FOREX Assets

FOREX Deposits
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Exhibit 3
Exchange Fund
Liabilities

Assets
FOREX Assets

Certificates of [ndebtedness
Coins

Domestic Assets:
HK$ Deposits at HSBC
HK$ Deposits at Other Banks

Debt Certificates
Treasury Account
Exchange Fund Bills
HSBC Account ("The Account")

Exhibit 4
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